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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to determine if the substituted pyrimidine, CXB-909 (formerly known as KP544) which 
has been shown to amplify the effects of nerve growth factor in elevating choline-acetyltransferase activity in vitro, 
could attenuate memory deficits in the mu-p-75 saporin injected mouse model of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Seventy- 
one, seven-week old C57/BL6 mice received daily oral intubation of 10, 15, or 20 mg/kg CXB-909, or vehicle (0.5% 
methylcellulose solution), which continued for 32 days. At postnatal week nine, mice received bilateral intra-cere- 
broventricular injections of mu-p-75 saporin, or sterile phosphate buffered saline. Seven days after surgery, mice were 
trained for two days, on a cued-platform version of the Morris water maze task, and then tested on a four-day hidden- 
platform version, followed by a one-day probe version of this task. Mice injected with mu-p-75 saporin, had increased 
latency to find the hidden-platform compared to sham mice. Furthermore, mice treated with CXB-909 at the 10, and 15 
mg/kg doses, significantly reduced their latency to reach the hidden-platform, compared to vehicle-treated mice given 
mu-p-75 saporin. These results suggest that CXB-909 can attenuate memory deficits in the mu-p-75 saporin injected 
mouse model of AD. 
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1. Introduction 

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a devastating and progres-
sive neurodegenerative disease marked by the formation 
of amyloid-beta plaques, neurofibrillary tangles [1], and 
loss of cholinergic neurons of the basal forebrain, which 
lead to memory loss [2]. This cholinergic deficit prompted 
the administration of IgG-saporin, a cholinergic toxin, to 
rodents in an effort to mimic memory dysfunction analo-
gous to what is observed in AD. Murine-p-75 saporin 
(SAP) is an antibody-conjugated, cholinergic-specific neu-
rotoxin, which, when injected intra-cerebroventricularly 
into mice, can induce memory deficits similar to those 
seen in AD [3,4]. SAP was first tested by Berger-Sweeney 
and colleagues [3], who reported that intra-cerebroventri- 
cular (ICV) injections of 3.6 µg of SAP, induced robust 
memory deficits as measured in the Morris Water Maze 
(MWM). Unfortunately this dose also resulted in a 32% 
mortality rate [3]. In 2008, Moreau and colleagues tested a 
reformulated version of SAP, which effectively induced 
memory deficits with doses as low as 0.4 µg with 100% 
survival [4]. Because most of the FDA-approved drugs for 

AD are cholinergic agonists with limited efficacy, other 
therapeutic approaches targeting cholinergic neurons are 
under investigation. Of particular interest is the use of neu- 
rotrophic factors, especially nerve growth factor (NGF), a 
protein that supports cholinergic function and survival, 
and which may effectively treat forebrain-related neuro- 
logical decline [5-10]. Unfortunately, NGF does not read- 
ily cross the blood-brain barrier and so its clinical utility 
is severely limited. 

Recently, the use of small molecule NGF amplifiers 
has captured the attention of AD researchers as a poten-
tial means of amplifying the protective effects of NGF on 
cholinergic neurons. One group of small molecule com-
pounds, known as substituted pyrimidines, show conside- 
rable promise for enhancing trophic support to cells which 
are most vulnerable to neurodegenerative processes [11]. 
One of these compounds, CXB-909, formerly known as 
KP544 [2-amino-5-(4 chlorophenylethyl)-4-(4-trans-hy- 
droxycyclohexyl amino) pyrimidine], is a substituted pyri- 
midine that has been shown to amplify the effects of 
NGF in vitro [12]. CXB-909 has also been shown to en- 
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hance neurite outgrowth in both rat PC12 cells [12,13], 
and human SH-SY5Y cells [12]. 

CXB-909 has shown similar promise in three rodent 
models of Huntington’s disease (HD) as well. Krenitsky 
and colleagues found that CXB-909 treatment decreased 
striatal lesion size, and attenuated learning deficits in the 
radial arm water maze (RAWM) task [14]. A similar spar-
ing of mnemonic function was found using a 3-nitropro- 
prionic acid (3NP) mouse model, where once again, CXB- 
909 treatment attenuated 3NP-induced memory deficits 
in the RAWM task [11]. Finally, CXB-909 treatment at- 
tenuated motoric deficits in the R6/2 transgenic mouse 
model of HD [15]. In each case, CXB-909 was adminis- 
tered systemically, indicating that this small molecule 
compound is able to cross the BBB in therapeutically sig- 
nificant amounts [11,14]. The goal of the current study 
was to determine if CXB-909, which has shown great 
promise in HD rodent models, could provide similar thera- 
peutic effects in the murine-p-75 saporin-injected mouse 
model of AD. 

2. Methods 

For this study, 71 C57BL/6 male (n = 36) and female (n 
= 35) seven-week-old mice, obtained from breeders (Jack-
son Laboratories, Bar Harbor, ME), were used. Begin-
ning at postnatal week seven, mice were subdivided into 
treatment groups which received daily oral intubation of 
CXB-909 at 10, 15, or 20 mg/kg, suspended in 0.05% 
methylcellulose (Amend Drug and Chemical Co, Irving-
ton, NJ) vehicle, or an equivalent volume of vehicle only, 
following an established protocol [15]. Dosing continued 
for 32 days. CXB-909 was obtained from Krenitsky Phar-
maceuticals, Inc. (Durham, NC), as part of another project 
[15], before the compound was sold to CeNeRx Bio-
Pharma, Inc. (Cary, NC). 

At postnatal week nine, mice were anesthetized with 
90 mg/kg ketamine and 5 mg/kg xylazine, and placed in 
a stereotaxic device (David Kopf Instruments, Tujunga, 
CA). Anesthesia was maintained with 0.5% inhaled isoflu-
rane (Halocarbon Products Corporation, Rivers Edge, NJ). 
The cranium was exposed, and burr holes drilled at –0.4 
mm AP and ± 1.0 mm ML, relative to Bregma. A 10 µL 
syringe (Hamilton, Reno, NV) was lowered slowly through 
each burr hole into the ventricle at –2.6 mm DV from the 
cranial surface. Injections of 0.8 µg of SAP in 0.5µL 
sterile phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) or sterile PBS 
alone were made at the rate of 0.2 µL/minute. An addi- 
tional sham group received a scalp incision, but no injec- 
tions. Following surgery the incision was closed with 7 
mm surgical wound clips. All procedures and tests fol- 
lowed the guidelines of the National Institutes of Health 
and the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at 
Central Michigan University. 

One week following surgery, mice were trained on the 

cued-platform, hidden-platform, and probe versions of the 
MWM [16] task. Training and testing in the MWM fol- 
lowed the protocol of Moreau and colleagues [4] except 
that mice were tested for four, rather than five, consecu- 
tive days in the hidden-platform task. 

Following the fourth day of hidden-platform testing, 
mice were given a single probe test as described before 
[4]. All swim paths in the MWM were recorded using a 
ceiling-mounted camera, and data were analyzed with com- 
puterized tracking software (Viewpoint, Montreal, Canada). 
The dependent measures on the hidden-platform task were 
latency to locate the platform, distance swam, and swim 
speed. Dependent measures for the probe test included: 
swim speed, distance swam, and the time spent in the target 
quadrant, (i.e. the quadrant of the maze where the plat- 
form had been located previously). 

Data from the hidden-platform task and the probe test 
were analyzed using a one-way analysis of variance 
(ANOVA). All analyses were computed using the Statis-
tical Package for the Social Sciences, version 17.0, with 
the alpha level set at 0.05. Fisher’s Protected Least Sig-
nificance Difference post-hoc tests were conducted, when 
appropriate. No gender differences were observed on any 
measure, so data from male and female mice were ana-
lyzed together within each treatment group. Because the 
vehicle-treated mice receiving sham surgery with PBS 
injections (n = 8), and mice receiving sham surgery with 
no injections (n = 8) did not differ from each other, these 
mice were combined into a single SHAM + VEH group. 
In addition, mice receiving sham injections, and treat-
ments of 10 (n = 8), 15 (n = 10), and 20 (n = 8) mg/kg 
CXB-909 did not differ from each other and were com-
bined into a single SHAM + CXB group for analysis. These 
two groups were then compared with four groups of mice 
receiving saporin and treatments of vehicle (SAP + VEH, 
n = 8), 10 (SAP + CXB10, n = 8), 15 (SAP + CXB15, n 
= 6), and 20 (SAP + CXB20, n = 7) mg/kg CXB-909. 

3. Results 

A one-way ANOVA revealed that there was a significant 
difference between groups, in average latency to find the 
hidden-platform [F (5, 65) = 2.786, p = 0.024] during the 
four-day MWM task. Post-hoc analyses revealed that mice 
in the SAP + VEH group had significantly increased la-
tency to find the hidden-platform, compared to the SHAM 
+ VEH, SHAM + CXB, SAP + CXB10, and SAP + 
CXB15 groups, but not the SAP + CXB20 group. In ad-
dition, the SAP + CXB20 group took longer to find the 
hidden-platform than the SAP + CXB10 group, but did 
not differ from any other group. There were no differences 
between groups in total distance swum [F (5, 65) = 1.929, 
p = 0.101], or average swim speed [F (5, 65) = 1.726, p = 
0.141] (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. A one-way ANOVA showed a significant effect of 
average latency to find the hidden-platform during four 
days of testing in the MWM [F (5, 65) = 2.786, p = 0.024]. 
Fisher’s least significant difference post-hoc tests revealed 
that mice given intra-cerebroventricular injections of saporin, 
and vehicle treatment, took longer to find the hidden-platform, 
than mice receiving sham surgery, and vehicle treatment. 
These mice also took longer to find the hidden-platform 
than mice given injections of saporin, and CXB-909 treat-
ment at 10 and 15 mg/kg (*p < 0.05 compared to SHAM + 
VEH group; †p < 0.05 compared to SAP + VEH group). 
NOTE: SHAM + VEH group includes mice receiving intra- 
cerebroventricular injections of sterile phosphate buffered 
saline, or a scalp incision with no injection. SHAM + CXB 
includes mice receiving SHAM surgery, and treatment with 
10, 15, or 20 mg/kg treatments of CXB-909. 

 
A one-way ANOVA indicated that there were no be-

tween-group differences in swim speed [F (5, 65) = 
1.150, p = 0.344], or distance swum [F (5, 65) = 1.377, p 
= 0.245] in the probe task. However, there was a signifi-
cant difference of time spent swimming in the target quad-
rant [F (5, 65) = 2.393, p = 0.047]. Post-hoc analysis re- 
vealed that the SAP + VEH and SAP + CXB20 mice 
were the only groups who spent less time than SHAM + 
VEH mice in the target quadrant, which previously con-
tained the hidden-platform (Figure 2). 

4. Discussion 

The major finding of this study is that SAP induced a sig-
nificant memory deficit in mice as measured by the MWM 
hidden-platform and probe tests, which was alleviated by 
10 and 15 mg/kg treatments of CXB-909. No differences 
were detected between groups in swim speed in either 
test, suggesting that motor function was not impaired in 
these mice. Surprisingly, deficits in both MWM tests were 
unexpectedly pronounced in the SAP + CXB20 treatment 
group. A parsimonious explanation for this phenomenon 
is that the 20 mg/kg dose may have greatly exceeded the 
optimal effective dose. This is the highest reported dose 

 

Figure 2. Morris water maze probe test results. Only mice 
given saporin and daily treatments of either vehicle (me-
thylcellulose) or 20 mg/kg CXB-909 spent less time swim-
ming in the quadrant that previously contained the escape 
platform in the Morris water maze probe task than vehi-
cle-treated SHAM controls (*p < 0.05 compared to SHAM + 
VEH). NOTE: SHAM + VEH group includes mice receiving 
intra-cerebroventricular injections of sterile phosphate buff-
ered saline, or a scalp incision with no injection. SHAM + 
CXB includes mice receiving SHAM surgery, and treatment 
with 10, 15, or 20 mg/kg treatments of CXB-909. 

 
of CXB-909 ever administered to rodents, and more im-
portantly twice the 10 mg/kg dose reported previously 
for reducing behavioral deficits in the R6/2 mouse model 
of HD [15]. 

It also seems to be the case that overexpression of 
neurotrophic factors, such as brain derived neurotrophic 
factor (BDNF) results in memory deficits [17], Further-
more, there is recent evidence that the unprocessed pre-
cursor to NGF, pro-NGF, seems to enhance deterioration 
of basal forebrain cholinergic neurons, itself, by initiating 
alternative signaling not directly related to the role of NGF 
[18]. It is not entirely clear how the substituted pyrimidine 
promotes NGF activity, but it is conceivable that it may also 
increase pro-NGF, which may accumulate to more toxic 
levels at higher doses. Nonetheless, mice receiving the low- 
and medium-doses of CXB-909 treatment showed sig-
nificant cognitive improvements, indicating, for the first 
time, that CXB-909 can attenuate memory deficits in a 
rodent model of AD. 

These results support the work of Moreau and colleagues, 
who also found significant memory deficits following 
SAP administration [4]. The SAP model is particularly 
well suited for early-stage drug discovery, because mem-
ory deficits occur very quickly following administration, 
which provides an efficient model for screening possible 
treatments. The present findings also support previous work 
that has shown that CXB-909 treatment can attenuate 
cognitive deficits in rodent models of HD [11,14]. 
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Although further work is needed to delineate its pre-
cise mechanism of action, CXB-909 has been shown to 
amplify NGF in vitro [12] and has neuroprotective effects 
in vivo [14], which suggests that the behavioral sparing 
observed in the present study may be due to neurotro-
phic-like effects, such as amplification of NGF. The pre-
sent finding underscores the fact that CXB-909 treatment 
has repeatedly led to behavioral sparing in several rodent 
models of neurodegeneration and suggests that this com-
pound confers significant neuroprotective properties and 
warrants further consideration as a potential treatment for 
AD. 
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